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This is an extended abstract of a report to the Solution Mining Research 
Institute (SMRI). The complete report, now under review, contains details of 
a survey and study of certain aspects of the technology associated with storage 
caverns in salt domes of the United States (U.S.). The objectives of this work 
were: (1) gather technical data on storage caverns in salt domes of the U.S., 
and (2) analyze the data and present the resultant findings as a report of the 
SMRI. 

The information contained in the report hopefully will be of benefit gen
erally to the geostorage industry utilizing salt formations. In particular, 
the IIhands-on" experience of cavern operators are reflected in the data collected 
for the survey, and this should be useful information for designers of future 
caverns in salt domes, both in the U.S. and in other countries. 

2. Principal Findings Based On Data Collected and Analyzed. 

The following statements summarize the general findings of the SMRI survey. 
It is strongly emphasized that these findings are based only on the data included 
in the SMRI report, and therefore, may not take into account other cavern data 
known to the reader where, perhaps, some exceptional characteristics exist. Detailed 
back-up analyses and data bases for the following statements are included in Sections 
3 and 4 respectively of the SMRI report. 

• Cavern design volume has tended to increase since 1970 as indicated by cavern 
permit applications. 

• Cavern shapes have tended to be cyl indrical, and have become more slender in 
recent years. 

• Depths to final casing seats and average depths of caverns have increased with 
date of development or permit application. 

• A number of older existing well casing programs have been reworked to provide 
two "strings cemented into saltll. 

• Recent cavern designs indicate a tendency to thicker salt "roofs"; however, 
this may have been controlled by depth to top of the salt stock being used. 

• Salt roof thickness generally were over 250 ft, but appeared essentially 
independent of cavern depth. 

• Salt domes more frequently used for cavern storage have depths to top of salt 
ranging between approximately 750 to 2200 ft. 

• Depths to casing seats more frequently ranged between approximately 1500 to 
2500 ft. 

• Depths to cavern tops more frequently ranged between approximately 1500 to 
2800 ft, and to cavern bottoms between approximately 2800 to 4800 ft. 
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